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Abstract. In recent years many alternative methodologies and tech-
niques have been proposed to perform non-destructive inspection and
maintenance operations of moving structures. In particular, ultrasonic
techniques have shown to be very promising for automatic inspection
systems. From the literature, it is evident that the neural paradigms
are considered, by now, the best choice to automatically classify ul-
trasound data. At the same time the most appropriate pre-processing
technique is still undecided. The aim of this paper is to propose a new
and innovative data pre-processing technique that allows the analysis
of the ultrasonic data by a complex extension of the Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD). Experimental tests aiming to detect defective
areas in aircraft components are reported and a comparison with classi-
cal approaches based on data normalization or wavelet decomposition is
also provided.

1 Introduction

The challenge of guaranteeing reliable and efficient safety checks for engineer-
ing structures has received much attention in recent years in many industrial
contexts. This is of crucial importance in the case of moving structures (such as
with transportation vehicles or rotating machinery) and in the case of aircraft in-
spection and maintenance. Traditionally inspection and maintenance operation
are performed by trained human operators but, unfortunately, this approach
does not ensure an adequate reliability level and, at the same time, it requires
prohibitive amounts of time and high costs. In addition, humans cannot detect
cracks or any other irregularities in the structure components which are not
visible to the naked eye. To face the above problems, many alternative method-
ologies and techniques have been proposed to perform non-destructive inspec-
tion and maintenance operations. These are based on the analysis of different
signals such as ultrasonics, acoustic emissions, thermography, laser ultrason-
ics, X-radiography, eddy currents, shearography, and low-frequency methods [1].
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In particular, in the last decade, ultrasonic techniques have shown to be very
promising for non-destructive inspection and control, becoming an effective al-
ternative to such traditional and well studied approaches such as thermography,
eddy current and shearography.

Major works of literature describing ultrasound based techniques for inspec-
tion and evaluation purposes can be conveniently clustered into two categories.
The first category concentrates on the study of the data acquisition and manip-
ulation processes in order to prove the relationship between data and structural
defects or composition of the material. The second category concentrates instead
on the a posteriori analysis of the ultrasound data in order to (fully or partially)
refer to some computational algorithm the automatic recognition of material
composition, operative conditions, presence of defects and so on. Most of the
works in the literature belong to the first category [12] [4] [10].

Works belonging to the second category are the least developed of the two and,
moreover, their level of inspection reliability, is still inadequate, especially for
those sectors (namely transportation) where an error can have serious health and
safety consequences. Almost all the works in this category proposed a well-known
framework based on some pre-processing technique followed by a classifier able
to recognize the patterns in the data. For example in [7], the wavelet transform
was used in conjunction with an artificial neural network to distinguish the
ultrasonic flaw echoes from those scattered by micro-structures. A quite similar
approach was introduced in [11] which addressed the problem of pipe inspection
by ultrasonic guided waves.

The automatic detection of internal defects in composite materials with non-
destructive techniques based on ultrasonic techniques was addressed also in [14].

In [8] the authors addressed the flaw detection problem by using a radial basis
function neural network and they tried to demonstrate that a neural based ap-
proach overcame the classical threshold based for flaw detection problems. The
author’s idea in [13] was, instead, to cluster the signals in the similarity space
(using the Kohonen Self organizing Algorithm to cluster datasets in an unsuper-
vised manner) and then to use this result in order to distinguish between signals
corresponding respectively to non defect, flat defects (cracks), and volumetric
defects. A high resolution pursuit based signal processing method (an enhanced
version of the matching pursuit algorithm that provides high time-resolution
time-frequency representations and resolves closely time-spaced features) was
proposed in [5] for detecting flaws close to the surface of strongly scattering ma-
terials, such as steel and composites, in NDT applications. In [6] an approach to
non-destructive pipeline testing using ultrasonic imaging was proposed.

Finally, in [9], an evaluation of various types and configurations of neural
networks developed for the purpose of assisting in accurate flaw detection in
steel plates was illustrated.

Therefore, from the literature, it is evident that the neural paradigms are
considered, by now, the best choice to classify ultrasound data in an automatic
inspection system. At the same time the most appropriate pre-processing tech-
nique is still undecided. The wavelet based approaches seem to be the most
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promising ones but, considering that in this area an error could waste time,
money and even endanger someone’s life, further efforts have to be done in order
to increase reliability.

The aim of this paper is then to propose a new and innovative data pre-
processing technique to explore the pattern embedded in the data. A comparison
with classical approaches based on data normalization or wavelet decomposition
is also provided. In the proposed pre-processing procedure the complex valued
Fourier coefficients of the ultrasound signals are decomposed by using Empirical
Mode Decomposition (EMD) [16] into a set of oscillation modes or IMFs (in-
trinsic mode functions). In this way, the phase information is defined locally for
both the real and imaginary components of the decomposition. This facilitates
the detection of the temporal locking of phase information between the compo-
nents, known as phase synchrony. The existence of phase synchrony between a
pair of components has been used to characterise shared signal dynamics in a
variety of applications.

It is this methodology of converting a real-valued data source into a complex
signal in order to obtain a set of synchrony features that is novel to our work.
The new data representation is then applied as an input to a supervised neural
classifier trained to recognize the defective areas from the non-defective ones. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach it has been applied to
detect and classify internal defects in aircraft composite materials and in par-
ticular in a Honeycomb structure containing different inserts placed to simulate
some of the most common defective situations in aircraft materials.

2 The Proposed Approach

Ultrasonic Inspection uses sound signals at frequencies beyond human hear-
ing (more than 20KHz), to estimate some properties of the irradiated material
by analysing either the reflected (reflection working modality) or transmitted
(transmission working modality) signals. A typical ultrasonic based inspection
system consists of several functional units, such as pulser, receiver, transducer,
and display devices. A pulser is an electronic device that can produce a high
voltage electrical pulse. Driven by the pulser, the transducer generates a high
frequency ultrasonic energy. The sound energy is introduced into and propagates
through the materials in the form of waves. In the transmission modality the re-
ceiver is placed on the opposite side of the material from the pulser whereas
in the reflection modality the pulser and the receiver are placed on the same
side of the material. Inspection devices can be or not be in contact with the
material. In the latter case a liquid (couplant) is used to facilitate the transmis-
sion of ultrasonic vibrations from the transducer to the test surface. Ultrasonic
data can be collected and displayed in a number of different formats. The three
most common formats are known in the Non Destructive Testing (NDT) world
as A-scan, B-scan and C-scan presentations. Each presentation mode provides a
different way of looking at and evaluating the region of material being inspected.
In this paper the analysis of ultrasonic data acquired from the reflection work-
ing modality and A-Scan representation is reported. This means that for each
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the procedure involved in the proposed approach

point of the inspecting material we have a continuous signal that represents the
amount of received ultrasonic energy as a function of time.

The temporal evolution of the ultrasound signal xu,v(t) relative to the po-
sition (u, v) onto the plane associated to the upper surface of the material to
be inspected is the input to the core of proposed approach that consists of two
main steps: the pre-processing of the data in order to emphasize the differences
between signals relative to the same class and its subsequent neural classifi-
cation. The proposed pre-processing step includes multiple operative phases
that are schematized in figure 1. In the pre-processing phase, each ultrasound
signal xu,v(t) is, firstly, represented in term of its spectral components by using
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In this way the new signal representa-
tion Zu,v(k) = Au,v(k) + jBu,v(k) lies in the field of complex numbers and it is
well suited for the next part of the analysis. The signal Zu,v(k) is decomposed
into a set of complex IMFs, γi(z) where i = 1, . . . ,M , by a applying a complex
extension of EMD, bivariate EMD [18]. The real and imaginary parts of the de-
composition, �{γi(k)} and �{γi(k)}, denote the IMFs for Au,v(k) and Bu,v(k)
respectively. By construction, the phase information for each IMF is well de-
fined at each instant k and facilitates a highly localised comparison between the
phase information of Au,v(k) and Bu,v(k) [2]. The degree of phase synchrony,
the temporal locking of phase information, between �{γi(k)} and �{γi(k)} is
then determined to characterise the dynamics of Zu,v(k). The information is
represented by a matrix ρu,v(f, k) which denotes the synchrony at index k and
frequency f .

The feature vector Yu,v(f) = y1, y2, ...yM relative to the considered xu,v(t)
ultrasound signal is finally built by considering the integral of the phase syn-
chrony values for each frequency bin, that is Yu,v(f) =

∫ K

0 ρu,v(f, k)dk. The
feature vector Y is, finally, normalized (zero mean and unit standard deviation)
and it is given as input to a neural classifier trained with a back propagation
algorithm to recognize defective from non defective areas.
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The following sub-sections will describe the bivariate empirical mode decom-
position strategy and the following phase synchrony methodology.

The EMD Algorithm. Empirical mode decomposition [16] is a data driven
time-frequency technique which adaptively decomposes a signal, by means of a
process called the sifting algorithm, into a finite set of AM/FM modulated com-
ponents. These components, called “intrinsic mode functions” (IMFs), represent
the oscillation modes embedded in the data. By definition, an IMF is a function
for which the number of extrema and the number of zero crossings differ by at
most one, and the mean of the two envelopes associated with the local maxima
and local minima is approximately zero. The EMD algorithm decomposes the
signal x(t) as

x(t) =
M∑

i=1

Ci(t) + r(t) (1)

where Ci(t), i = 1, . . . ,M , are the IMFs and r(t) is the residual. The first IMF
is obtained as follows [16].

1. Let x̃(t) = x(t);
2. Identify all local maxima and minima of x̃(t);
3. Find an “envelope,” emin(t) (resp. emax(t)) that interpolates all local minima

(resp. maxima);
4. Extract the “detail,” d(t) = x̃(t) − (1/2)(emin(t) + emax(t));
5. Let x̃(t) = d(t) and go to step 2); repeat until d(t) becomes an IMF.

Once the first IMF is obtained, the procedure is applied iteratively to the residual
r(t) = x(t) − d(t) to obtain all the IMFs. The extracted components satisfy so
called monocomponent criteria and the Hilbert transform can be applied to each
IMF separately. This way, it is possible to generate analytic signals, having an
IMF as the real part and its Hilbert transform as the imaginary part, that
is x + jH(x) where H(·) is the Hilbert transform operator. Equation (1) can
therefore be augmented to its analytic form given by

X(t) =
M∑

i=1

ai(t) · ejθi(t) (2)

where the trend r(t) is purposely omitted, due to its overwhelming power and
lack of oscillatory behavior. Observe from (2), that now the time dependent
amplitude ai(t) and phase function θi(t) can be extracted. By plotting the am-
plitude ai(t) versus time t and instantaneous frequency fi(t) = dθi

dk [21], a time-
frequency-amplitude representation of the entire signal is obtained, the so called
Hilbert–Huang spectrum (HHS).

ComplexExtensions of EMD. In order to obtain a set ofM complex/bivariate
IMFs, γi(k), i = 1, . . . ,M , from a complex signal z(k) using bivariate EMD, the
following procedure is adopted [18]:
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1. Let z̃(k) = z(k);
2. To obtain Q signal projections, given by {pθq}Q

q=1, project the complex signal
z̃(k), by using a unit complex number e−jθq , in the direction of θk, as

pθq = �(
e−jθq z̃(k)

)
, q = 1, . . . , Q (3)

where �(·) denotes the real part of a complex number, and θq = 2qπ/Q;
3. Find the locations {tqj}Q

q=1 corresponding to the maxima of {pθq}Q
q=1;

4. Interpolate (using spline interpolation) between the maxima points [tqj , z̃(t
q
j)],

to obtain the envelope curves {eθq}Q
q=1;

5. Obtain the mean of all the envelope curves, m(k), and subtract from the
input signal, that is, d(k) = z̃(k)−m(k). Let z̃(k) = d(k) and go to step 2);
repeat until d(k) becomes an IMF.

Similarly to real-valued EMD, once the first IMF is obtained, γ1(k), the proce-
dure is applied iteratively to the residual r(k) = z(k) − d(k) to obtain all the
IMFs.

Once the IMFs have been obtained, the real and imaginary components can
be treated as a two sets of IMFs, �{γi(k)} and �{γi(k)}. The instantaneous
amplitudes and phases for each set of IMFs can then be determined.

Phase Synchrony. To measure phase synchrony between x1 and x2, bivariate
EMD is firstly applied to the complex signal x1 + jx2 [2]. The instantaneous
amplitudes for the real and imaginary components of the decomposition, the
i = 1 . . .M IMFs at each time instant k = 1 . . .K, are denoted by �{ai(k)} and
�{ai(k)} respectively. The instantaneous phase difference between each IMF
component is given by ψi(k). The degree of phase synchrony between x1 and x2

is given by [2]

φi(k) =
Hmax −H

Hmax
(4)

where H = −∑N
n=1 pn ln pn, the Shannon entropy of the distribution of ψi(k −

W
2 : k + W

2 ) defined by a window of length W , N is the number of bins and pn

is the probability of ψi(k − W
2 : k + W

2 ) within the nth bin [23]. The maximum
entropy Hmax is given by

Hmax = .626 + 0.4 ln(W − 1) (5)

The value of φ is between 0 and 1, 1 indicating perfect synchrony and 0 a
non-synchronous state. An additional step can be incorporated to model simul-
taneously for component relevance.

φi(k) =
{

0, if �{ai(k)} < εPr

0, if �{ai(k)} < εPi
(6)

where Pr is the power of the original real component (similarly for Pi) and ε
is an appropriate threshold. Once the phase synchrony information has been
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estimated, it can be conveniently plotted on a synchrony spectrogram, similar
to plots produced in [22]. A synchrony spectrogram is essentially a standard
time-frequency spectrogram with amplitude information replaced by values for
phase coherence. The information can be represented by ρ(f, k), which denotes
the phase synchrony at index k and frequency f .

3 Experimental Setup

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach a set of ultrasound mea-
surements on a composite material (referred to as the standard in the following)
has been considered. The material has a Honeycomb structure with Nomex Core
and 48 plies thicknesses. Ultrasonic data were obtained by an ultrasonic reflec-
tion technique that uses a single transducer serving as transmitter and receiver
(5MHz). The standard contains artificial defects introduced during the manu-
facturing process and composed of the following materials: Brass Foil, Pressure
Sensitive Tape, Dry Peel Ply, (in the following [A] stands for Tape, [F] for Peel
Ply, [B] for Brass). In particular brass inserts were introduced to represent voids
and delamination), dry peel ply to represent inclusions by means of reflection
techniques and adhesive tape to represent inclusions by means of transmission
techniques. For each standard, defects were positioned as reported in figure 2.
The typical insert locations are:

1. Two plies from topside surface for Brass and Pressure Sensitive Tape and
five plies for Peel Ply(top)

2. Mid part thickness (mid)
3. One and two plies from backside surface for Brass and Pressure Sensitive

Tape and five plies from backside surface for Peel Ply (bottom)

The data set for the considered standard consists of 193x181 spatial samples.
Each spatial sample xu,v(t) consists of 77 measurements of the received signal
so that the whole data set consists of a matrix sized 193x181x77. In figure 3,

Fig. 2. Defect Scheme
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Fig. 3. On the left, an ultrasound signal in A-scan representation is reported. The
central and left parts of the figure shows its complex representation after DFT compu-
tation.
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Fig. 4. The EMD decomposition of the DFT of an ultrasound signal: the IMFs relative
to the real part of the ultrasound signal are plotted in blue, those relative to the
imaginary part are plotted in red

a spatial sample xu,v(t) (i.e. an ultrasound signal in A-scan representation) and
its complex representation after DFT computation are shown (real part is plotted
in blue, imaginary part in red).

For each input signal, firstly, the DFT was computed and then a complex
signal Zu,v(k) = Au,v(k)+ jBu,v(k) of length 77 was obtained. The BEMD algo-
rithm was then applied to this complex signal to produce a set of complex IMFs,
γi(k). The real part of this decomposition is shown in blue in figure 4, which
denotes the IMFs obtained for the real part Au,v(k), whereas the imaginary
component of the IMFs, those representing Bu,v(k), are shown in red.

The phase synchrony matrix ρ of the IMFs computed for each complex signal1

associated with the initial ultrasound signal was then computed obtaining a
250 × 66 sized matrix for each signal.

Finally the feature vector Y was computed as described in the above section
and then a 250 long vector was associated to each ultrasound signal.

1 In many instances, the IMFs were computed by averaging the decomposition of
Zu,v(k) + v where v denotes complex white Gaussian noise of variance smaller than
that of Zu,v(k). This enables the embedded data modes to be detected more accu-
rately. For more information on noise assisted EMD, the reader is referred to [3].
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Fig. 5. The feature vector obtained (length 250) for two different signals belonging to
a defective area (in blue) and non defective area (in red) respectively

In figure 5 the feature vectors Y for a non defective point (red line) and for a
defective point (blue line) are shown.

The feature vectors Y containing phase synchrony patterns were finally sup-
plied as the input to a supervised neural classifier that, for each vector gives
a pair of values indicating the class of the considered point in the material. In
particular the considered neural network is a 3 layers Back Propagation network
with 80 hidden neurons (tansig activation functions) and 2 output neurons (lin-
ear activation functions). Defective points are associated with the output values
[1,-1] whereas, for non defective points, [-1,1] is the expected output of the neural
network. The net has been preliminarily trained using 407 point (207 belong-
ing to defective areas and 200 belonging to non defective areas). In figure 6 the
points selected to train the classifier are indicated (white pixels indicate non de-
fective points, black pixels indicate defective points). As reported, the training
points have been chosen from a subset of defective areas in order to evaluate the
capability of the proposed approach to generalize knowledge on unseen defects.

Fig. 6. The points used to train the neural classifier

4 Experimental Results

In this section the capability of the proposed framework to automatically detect
defective areas in composite materials will be demonstrated and a comparison
with standard techniques will be also provided. In particular three experiments
have been carried out:
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Fig. 7. Defective points detection by supplying as input to the neural network the
signal acquired by the receiver (on the left), the wavelet coefficients (in the center) and
the synchronization scores (on the right) extracted as described in section 2.

– the ultrasonic signals without any preprocessing have been classified by the
neural network (in particular the 77 available samples for each point are
given as input to the net after the normalization in the range [-1,1]));

– a classical pre-processing approach based on wavelet decomposition has been
applied to the ultrasonic signal and then provided to the classifier (the DB3
family were used and the decomposition was carried out until level 3. The
resulting 92 coefficients were then used to represent the ultrasound signal).

– the proposed preprocessing with EMD has been applied as described in the
previous section and then the obtained feature vectors have been classified.

It should be noted that, in order to compare the effects that the different pre-
processing techniques have on the final results, in all the three experiments, we
have used the same training set, the same neural network and we have applied
the same post-processing spatial filtering.

In figure 7 the results obtained in the three experiments are shown. In this
figure we report the results obtained by the classifier using the same threshold
to separate the defect and sound areas.

Figure 7 demonstrates that the wavelet pre-processing increases segmentation
performance with respect the case of no pre-processing but it’s clear that only
the analysis of the synchrony based on complex extension of EMD and performed
on DFT coefficients is able to reveal all the defective areas. At the same time,
the EMD based approach, erroneously classified as defective a number of non
defective points (false positive occurrences) and, moreover, some holes remained
in the defective areas (false negative occurrences).

To partially overcome this problem a post-processing filtering has been ap-
plied on each of the above segmented images. In particular, dilation and erosion
operations have been performed on the images by using the same 3 × 3 square
structuring element [15]. After this step the segmentation results in the three
considered cases became respectively those shown in figure 8.

The post-processing step both eliminated most of the false positive occur-
rences and filled most of the holes in the detected defective areas. After this
final step it became much more evident the advantage of using EMD based pre-
processing: all the defective regions have been detected and only three small
regions have been miss-classified as defective ones. On the contrary the wavelet
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Fig. 8. The regions segmented as defective areas after a spatial filtering based on the
connectivity analysis in the case of no preprocessing (on the left), wavelet pre-processing
(in the center) and EMD based pre-processing

based pre-processing have not segmented 4 defective regions (practically half
of those place on the bottom-side of the standard) whereas in the case of no-
preprocessing the miss-detected regions have been much more. On the other
side, in the case of wavelet based approach or no-preprocessing, the edge of
the detected defective areas are better defined than in case of EMD based pre-
processing and this could be very useful in the case where some geometrical
description of the detected areas is required. In any case, considering that in
the inspection context it is extremely important to detect all the defective areas,
even if this could generate some false positive detection, it is possible to conclude
that the EMD based pre-processing could be considered the best choice.
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